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Abstract- The Nano world is full of surprise and potential. In this field, the disciplinary boundaries between chemistry, 

molecular Biology, materials science and condensed matter physics dissolve as scientists struggle to understand new and 

sometimes unexpected properties. Atoms are the most basic units matter. They can be combined to form more complex 

structures such as molecules, crystals and compounds nanomaterial also are arrangements of matter in length scale of 

approximately 1 to 100nanometers that exhibit unique characteristics due to their size. Fabrication, or the making, of 

nanomaterial falls into one of two categories top-down or bottom-up. Top-down method involves carving nanomaterial out of 

bulk materials. Approaches in this category are referred to as different forms of lithography. Lithography can be understood 

through the concepts of writing and replication. Writing involves designing a pattern on a negative and replication involves 

transferring the pattern on the negative to a functional materials. One nanometer is equal to one billionth of a matter, spans 

approximately 10 atoms. Even scientists in the field maintain that it “depends on whom you ask”. Biophysicist Steven M. Block 

notes that some researchers “reserve the world to mean whatever it is they do as opposed to whatever it is anyone else does” 

Scientists reserve the term for research involving sizes between 1 and 100nanometers. There is also debate over whatever 

naturally occurring nano- particles, such as carbon soot, fall under the rubric of nanotechnology. One nano meter is equal to 

the width of three to five atoms. Type of Applications:-there are three general classes of nanotechnology applications based on 

the degree of control over the synthesis, characterization, first, we use the term simple nanotechnology to describe applicat ions 

involving mass production of nanomaterial's commercial products based on simple nanotechnology do not involve precise 

fabrication and positioning of nanostructures. We describe the second class of nanotechnology applications as building small. 

This category refers to the use of nanomaterials to build advanced materials devices and systems within the next 5 to 15 years, 

“building small” nanotechnology could have a major impact on a number of different products in a range of different 

industries the final class of nanotechnology applications “building large” describes the unrealized vision of self –replicating 

nanorobots. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

A key driver in the development of new and improved 

materials, from the steels of the 19th century to the 

advanced materials of today, has been the ability to control 

their structure at smaller and smaller scales.we categorise 

nanomaterials as those which have structured components 

with at least one dimension less than 100nm. Materials 

that have one dimension in the nano scale are layers, such 
as a thin films or surface coatings. Materials that are 

nanoscale in two dimensions include nanowires and 

nanotubes. Materials that are nanoscale in three 

dimensions are particles (tiny particles of semiconductor 

materials) Nanocrystalline materials; made up of 

nanometer- sized grains, also fall into this category. As a 

particle decrease in size, a greater proportion of atoms are 

found at the surface compound to those inside. For 

example, a particle of size 30 nanometer has 5% of its 

atoms on it’s on its surface, at 10nm 20% of its atoms, and 

at 3nm 50% of its atoms. Thus nano particles have a much 

greater surface area per unit mass compared with large 

particles. As growth and catalytic chemical reactions occur 

at surfaces, this means that a given mass of materials in 

nanoparticulate form will be much more reactive than the 

same mass of material made up of larger 

particles. Understanding surfaces and interfaces is a key 
challenge for those working on nanomaterials, and one 

where new imaging and analysis instruments are vital. 

Nanomaterials are not simply another step in the 

miniaturization of materials. 

 

II. ONE-DIMENSIONAL NANOSCALE 

 
One dimensional nanomaterial, such as thin films and 

engineered surfaces, have been developed and used for 

decades in fields such as electronics devices manufacture, 
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chemistry and engineering. Monolayers are also routinely 

made used in chemistry. 

III. TWO-DIMENSIONAL NANOSCASALE 
 

Two dimensional nanomaterials such as tubes and wires 

have generated considerable interest among the scientific 
community in recent years.  

 

Carbon nanotubes were first observed by Sumio Iijima in 

1991. CNTs are extended tubes of rolled graphene sheets. 

 

IV. APPLICATIONS OF NANOSCIENCE 

 
1. Aerospace and Defense:  

Final classes of products that will be improved by 

“building small” nanotechnology are products in the 

aerospace and defense sector Meyya Meyyappan, director 

of the centre for nanotechnology at the NASA research 

centre, declares that “nanotechnology presents a whole 
new spectrum of opportunities to build device components 

and systems for entirely new, bold space architectures”.  

 

“Building Large” Nanotechnology. We refer to the final 

class of nanotechnology as “building large” because it 

attempts to revolutionise macroscopic manufacturing 

capabilities. Molecular manufacturing was conceived by 

K. Eric Drexler at MIT in the late 1970s.  

 

Drexler has predicted that molecular nanotechnology will 

eventually allow scientist to prevent death by cellular 

repair, build everything from computers to space shuttles, 
eliminate pollution, rebuild extinct plants and animals and 

efficiently produce food to end hunger on the planet. 

 

2. Short Term Applications: 

● Paints  

● Remediation  

● Fuel Cells 

● Displays 

● Batteries 

● Fuel additives  

● Catalysts 
 

2. Longterm Applications: 

● Lubricant  

● Magnetic materials 

● Medical implants  

● Machinable ceramics  

● Water purification  

● Military battle  

● Computer chips  

● Information storage  

● Optoelectronics  

● Sensors  
 

3. Nanomedicine:  

Bio nanotechnology can be used in medicine to provide a 

systematic, as well as screening, approach to drug 

discovery, to enhance both diagnostic and therapeutic 

techniques and to image at the cellular and sub-cellular 

levels, at much higher resolution than that of magnetic 

resonance imaging. 

● Array technologies  

● Electronics and information and communication 

technology  

● Self-Assembly 

● Drug delivery  

● Drug Discovery  

● Medical imaging  
● Nanotechnologies and cancer treatment  

● Implants and prosthetics  

● Macroscopic switches  

● Electronic Microprocessing and molecular logic gates 

● Agriculture 

 

In US, researchers from the University of the Daalware 

have used the formulations to influence the nano-island 

dimensions by controlling the island’s composition. Their 

embryonic ability to control the geometric parameters of 

self-assembled nanostructures suggests that composition, 
surface orientation, strain, and surface diffusion provide 

significant tools for guiding quantum dot organization. 

 

Colloidal self-assembled: Nanoparticles or clusters of 

different materials with diameters of 1 to 20nm have 

hybrid properties that are neither properties of individual 

atoms nor bulk solid –state materials.Because of this 

characteristic,researchers are interested in methods for 

producing significant quantities of such clusters and 

assembling them to produce materials with novel 

properties.  

 

V. FUTURE CHALLENGES 

 
Conventional ICs rely on a series of electrical switches 

and wires that must be as small and as fast as possible, 

identical, and reproducible. It will be difficult –if not 

impossible for traditional semiconductor fabrication to 

produce circuit with the necessary accuracy at subatomic 

levels. In seeking to solve this problem, researcher will 

challenge some basic concepts about circuit devices and 

interconnects.  

 

Challenging for switches:-Molecular electronics-using 

specific, absolutely identical atoms or molecules to build 
ICs-circumvents the tolerance challenge altogether. 

Although discussed for more than 25 years, molecular 

electronics is receiving renewed interest, catalyzed by the 

tools of today’s chemists.  
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